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In [El], following work of R. Brown and J.-L. Loday (cf. [BL]), a long 
exact sequence 
+H,+,(G)+T,,(Gj+J,(G)-+H,(G)+ ... -H,(G)+0 (1) 
is obtained for any group G, with H,i(G) the nth integral homology of G, 
T,(G) the group obtained by applying J. H. C. Whitehead’s universal 
quadratic functor I- to the abelianised group Gab, and J,(G) the kernel 
of the homomorphism G@ G -+ G from the non-abelian tensor square of 
G to G. For n> 3 the functors r,,(-) and J,,(-) are the (n-2)th derived 
functors of T,( - ) and -~ @ -, respectively. See [El ] for more details. 
Except for the easy observation that both I’,(-) and J,,( -) vanish 
for n 3 3 on free groups. computations of these two functors for n 2 3 
are lacking. In this note we make certain explicit computations of the 
functors for higher n. In particular for a group E with normal subgroup N 
we introduce a relative universal quadratic functor r,(E, N) and prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 + NH E * G--f 1 be a short exact sequence of 
groups with H,(E) = 0 for 2 < i < II, and with H,(E) a j>ee abelian group or 
the trivial group. Then 
(i) T,(E)=Ofor 36i<n+l, andJ,(E)=Ofor 3di,<n; 
(ii) J,,+,(E)rH,,+,(E) ifna3 or ifn=2 and E isperfect; 
(iii) there is an exact sequence 
0 + T,(G) -+ I’,(E, N) + I-z(E) ---f I’,(G) --* 0. 
One immediate consequence of parts (i) and (ii) of this theorem is that 
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if G is perfect and U + G is the universal central extension then f-,(U) = 0 
and J3( U) z H3( U). (It is well known that H,(U) = H,(U) = 0. j 
Part (iii) of the theorem yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. For m >/ 1 and Z,, = Z/m.Z \!ve haue T,(L,,) = 0, 
J&J = 
i 
L if m is odd> 
z 
??I,‘2 if m is even. 
In an attempt to calculate L’,, and J, of free products we consider 
functors x,,(G, G’j. These we define for all pairs of groups G, G’ so that 
H,( G x G’) z H,,(G) 0 H,( G’ j @ x,( G, G’ j. We prove 
THEOREM 3. Zf G * G’ is the free product of groups G and G’, then -for 
n > 2 there are isomorphisms 
T,,(G * G’)r ~,,(G)O~,(G’)Ox,,(G, G’), 
JAG * G’)~:,,(G)OJ,,(G’)Ox,(G, G’). 
Theorem 3 together with Corollary 2 enables us to compute r3(Zm * Z,,,) 
and J,(Z, * Z,.) since the Kiinneth formula implies an isomorphism 
where (m, 112’) is the highest common factor of m and PI’, and p = (n - I)/2 
if n is odd. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PROOFS 
Recall from [W], [El] that T,(G)= f(Gab) is the abelian group 
generated by the symbols Y(X) with x E Gab, subject to the relations 
y(x) =7(x-‘), 
y(xyz) y(x) y( 2’) y(z) = y(xy) ‘i(p) y(xz), 
with x, y, z E Gab. 
Given a group E with normal subgroup N we write N,= N/[E, N]. In 
particular E, = Eab. 
There is a homomorphism 
qk N,ON,~rZ(NE)O(NEOEab), 
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where @ denotes the usual tensor product of abelian groups; on generators 
q5 is given by 
q+Oy) = (y(xy-‘) l’(x)-’ y(y)-l, xoy), 
where x, J’ E NE and y is the canonical image of ~1 in Eab. 
DEFINITION 4. We set r,(E, N) = coker 4. 
We shall see that the middle homomorphism in Theorem l(iii) is induced 
by the homomorphism 
f-,(N,) 0 (NE@ Eab) --* UEab) 
(y(x), y@ w) -+ y(Z) y(jw) y(j)-1 ?/(W-‘, 
where x, y E NE, )V E Eab and where 2, L;E Eab are the canonical images 
of .x, )‘. 
We allow ourselves to use freely the techniques and notation of 
WI, WI. 
Recall from [El] that 
L’,+,(G) = L;+G), n B 0. 
For convenience we write r( -) = f-( -ab) = r,( -). Recall from [E2] that 
for a short exact sequence of groups N--, E tf G we can define relative 
derived functors LF(E + G) which fit into a long exact sequence 
. . . -+ L;(G) + L;‘(E --f G) --f L;(E) + L;(G) --f 0. 
Later we shall prove 
(2) 
PROPOSITION 5. Tlzere is a natural isomorphism 
L,R’(E+ G)zr2(E, N). 
This proposition together with the sequence (2) gives us part (iii) of 
Theorem 1 as a consequence of part (i). To prove part (i) note that if F, 
is a free simplicial resolution of E then the simplicial abelian group Fz”, 
obtained from F, by abelianizing dimensionwise, has ith homotopy group 
equal to Hi+ ,(E). Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 we thus see that by 
modifying Fib only in dimensions >n + 1 we can convert it into a free 
simplicial abelian resolution of the free abelian group H,(E). Hence 
Ti(E) = xip2(rFzb) = 0 for 3 < i<n + 1. The rest of part (i) (and part (ii)) 
follows from the exact sequence (1) (note that if E is a perfect group then 
T,(E) = 0). 
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To prove Corollary 2 let us consider the free presentation r?zZ w 
Z -++ Z,. From the isomorphism 
r?(n) A 72, y(i) F---+ i2, 
we find 
Thus 
So Theorem 1 (iii) yields an exact sequence 
0 + r,(a,,) + r#z, mZ) -+ n --) f2(nnl) --f 0, 
in which the middle homomorphism is induced by the homomorphism 
m2Z 0 mZ + Z, (U,tl)HU$2U. 
From this exact sequence we deduce the known isomorphisms 
r2(n,,1 j 2 n nmr m odd 
2m 3 m even, 
and the new isomorphism 
r;( Z,,) 2 0. 
Now sequence (1) gives us an exact sequence 
- T,u&!- J,(&)- ff,(H,)- T>(E”,i+ J,(E,)- NZ(Zm)-+ 0 
1: 
1: 1; lz 1; 
0 Z”, L c,, 0 
(where E = 1 or 2 as nz is odd or even), from which we can deduce that 
m odd 
ni even. 
We shall now prove Proposition 5, and then identify the middle 
homomorphism in Theorem 1 (iii). 
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Consider the diagram of groups 
Ex,Ex,E----f Ex,Ez====, E. 
This is isomorphic to the diagram 
(NxN)xE={NxE+E, 
Y1.42.43 
where M denotes a semi-direct product; w E E acts on JJ E N by conjugation 
‘,j, = ,$,11,,$7 - ‘; w E E acts on (x, ~1) EN x N by the diagonal action 
“(x, E’) = (“‘x, “j!); the homomorphisms are pl(x, W) = xu’, pz(s, w) = W, 
9,(x, ~1, W) = (xy-‘, JW), q2(x, y, W) = (x, w) and q3(x, y, w) = (y, w). By 
applying r,(-) we obtain the induced diagram 
By Lemma 9 in [E2] we have an isomorphism 
LtT( E + G) 2 ker pJqr(ker q2 n ker q3). 
Now for any abelian groups A, B there is an isomorphism 
Tz(AOBj~~T,(A)Of,(B)O(AOB), 
Yia+6)~y(u)+~‘(b)faOb. 
Also, there are isomorphisms 
(NxE)“~zN~@E=~, 
((NxN)xEjabzNNE@NE@Eab. 
On combining (3), (4), and (5) we get isomorphisms 
(3) 
f,(N>a E)H,(N,)W-,(Eab)@ (NE@ Eab), 
T,((N~N)~~E)~T,(N,)O~,(N>~E)O(N,ON,)O(N,OE”~), 
from which we can deduce that 
(4) 
(5) 
and 
ker qz n ker q3 2 N, 0 N,. 
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It is readily checked that the homomorphism 
S, : ker q2 n ker qX --, ker pz 
is precisely the homomorphism 4 above. This proves Proposition 5. 
The middle homomorphism in the sequence in Theorem l(iii) is induced 
by PI. 
We now define x,,(G, G’). For a group G let 
C(G) .+: -C(G),pC(G)i_,+ ... -C(G),-+0 
be a chain complex of free abelian groups such that Ni( C( G), ) = H, + l (G j. 
Form the tensor product C(G), 0 C(G), , and set x,( G, G’) = 
H,,-,(C(G), @ C(G’),) for IZ 2 2. It is standard homological algebra 
that x,~(G, G’) depends only on G and G’, and that H,,(G x G’)z 
LAG, G’) 0 H,(G) 0 HAG’). 
To prove Theorem 3 note that if F, and F; are free simplicial resolu- 
tions of G and G’, respectively, then the simplicial group F; = F, * F; 
(given by setting F, ” = F, * F:, and taking the canonical boundary and 
degeneracy maps) is a free simplicial resolution of G * G’. Note also that 
(F, * Fitjab 2 Fzb@ F,iab and thus T((F,r * F:,)“b) z T(Fzb) 0 r(Fiabj @ 
((FEb) 0 (F,iab)j by the isomorphism (3). Hence 
f,,(G * G’)z:7~,_~(f(F* * F:,)“bj 
Here the simplicial abelian group FGb@ Fzb in dimension n is Fzb@ F:rb, 
and the boundary and degeneracy maps are the canonical ones. Let C(G), 
be the Moore complex of Fzb ; so C(G), is a chain complex of free abelian 
groups such that H,(C(G),) r Hi+ ,(G). By the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem 
for simplicial abelian groups we have 
This proves the first isomorphism of Theorem 3. The second isomorphism 
follows from the exact sequence (1). 
2. REMARKS 
1. Let X=K(G, l), and let SX be the suspension of X. Now 
J. H. C. Whitehead’s [W] Certain Exact Sequence associated with SX is 
... -T,(SX)-tn,(SX)-*H,(SX)-t . . . . where f,(SX)isdefined in [W]. 
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But H,(SX) z H,- ,(X); isomorphisms f,(SX) z r2(z2X) and T,(SX) = 0 
are proved in [W]; and in [BL] it is shown that II~(SX)EJ~(G) and 
n?(SX) z Gab. Thus Whitehead’s equence can be written as 
... + I-,(SX) ---t n4(SX) -+ H,(G) + r2(G) -+ J,(G) -+ H,(G) -+ 0. 
However, Whitehead’s sequence of SX is not, as one may be tempted to 
believe, the same as our sequence (I). It suffices to consider the case G = Z. 
In this case X= S’ and ~4(SX)~~4(S2)~Z~, whereas since G is free, 
J,(G) = 0. 
The relationship between our sequence (1) and Whitehead’s equence is 
possibly of interest. 
2. It would be useful to have a formula for TJG x G’) analogous to the 
one for T,(G * G’). We would then, in view of Corollary 2, be able to 
compute T,(A) for any finitely generated abelian group A. 
3. Many computations, and progress on remark 2, could probably be 
made if a classical homological description of r,(G) (in terms of projective 
resolutions of ZG-modules) were to be found. 
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